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The History ot

By Max Nelson, Ph.D.

I

he wood-pulp coaster or
mat, the primary function of
which is to soak up the liquid
from the vessel placed upon it, is
little more than a century old.
Drip trays of various materials
were long in use to protect table
and counter surfaces but the idea
of employing a small wood-based
product comes from late nine
teenth century Germany. In 1892
Robert Sputh of Dresden patented
(under patent number 68499, class
54, paper products) a process for
creating what he called "Holzfilz
platten" or "Holzfilzdeckeln", that
is, literally, wood-felt boards or
covers; these were to be cutin
round or square shapes, inscribed
and decorated, and, because of
their absorbency, could be placed
under beer vessels and used as
"Bieruntersetzern", that is, beer
coasters. Today the word «Deckel"
to mean "coaster" is in general use
in Germany, where the terms Filz
("felt"), Teller ("plate"), and Un
tersatz or Untersetzer ((under
placer") are also in use.
Sputh himself produced coast
ers for a few breweries, including
the Dortmunder Union Brauerei,
and these usually included brief
sayings. Many other manufactur82
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ers got into the business, and mats
soon came to be used as cheap,
plentiful, and easily replaceable and
changeable means of advertising
products (and not just beer). Since
that time well over 100,000 differ
ent brewery-sponsored coasters
have been produced in Germany,
more than in any other country.
Some of these have been made for
foreign brands. Thus some of the
few known American pre-prohibi
tion coasters were made in Ger
many, such as those for the
Virginia Brewing Company of
Roanake, which also included say
ings (some in German), as well as
the Olt Brewing Company of Day
ton, Ohio. "E. M. Blumenthal and

FIGURBl (GBORGBBARONB COLLBCTION)

Company Chicago-Germany" is
found printed at the bottom of

coasters probably dating to the
early 191 Osfor the Kalamazoo
Brewing Company of Michigan
(see figure 1) and Hubach's Brew
ery of Tiffin, Ohio.

FIGURE 2 (AUTHOR'S
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Since at least the mid-twenti
eth century, German coasters
have also had another function:
to keep tally of how many beers
were ordered by a customer by
marking a line on the coaster for
each beer. Some coasters were
even designed with compart
ments for each tick (see figure 2).
In some places in Germany
today, placing your coaster on
your empty mug means that you
are ready for a fill up. Coasters
were also informally used as
postcards, with a little message
and stamp being affixed before
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being sent by mail. Since then
numerous coasters doubling as
postcards have been produced.
Coasters of course have had

have evolved to become thin,
smooth, multi-colored, and die
cut into various shapes (see figure
4), and thus a careful study of
such details can provide rough
dating criteria. Although coasters
had long been taken and kept as
free souvenirs, placed in scrap
books and pinned on walls, it was
not long after World War II that
coaster collecting clubs came to
be formed. The term "tegestol
ogy" (though it should properly

dem with the popularity of an
tique and breweriana shows and
online bidding and selling sites.
The internet has also allowed
tegestologists to share pictures of
their private collections. Thus
George Barone has gathered
together practically all known
American coasters at Beer
Coaster Mania at
members.aol.com/gbarone/; links
to other similar sites are there
provided.
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many informal uses, including
scribbling doodles, providing
mapped out directions, or pass
ing on phone numbers. Kon
stantin Chernenko once claimed
that in the 1950s secrets were
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passed to Soviet agents in Britain
by writing them on beer mats
which would be folded and
placed under the short leg of a
table in a pub, since no one
would tamper with them there.
Coasters in general are notori
ously difficult to date precisely,
though fortunately some are
printed with a date (see figure 3),
particularly if they commemorate
aspecial event. From the early
thick and coarse round or square,
monochrome examples, coasters
luseum
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be "tegetology", from Latin teges,
meaning "matting"), referring to
the collecting of coasters, is first
attested in 1960, according to the
Oxford English Dictionary, and
one of the earliest clubs, the
British Beermat Collectors Soci
ety, was founded in the same year.
Brewers themselves responded to
the desire of collectors and began
to produce coasters as col
lectibles, putting out sets, some
times numbered, and some of
which could be joined together
like a jig-saw puzzle to form a
larger image. Some coasters have
been printed as coupons or
games (with crossword puzzles,
tic-tac-toe grids, word search
puzzles, or trivia questions).
Others have cut-outs which can
be assembled to make toys (see
figure 5). Prices for coasters have
only risen in recent years, in tan
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